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f.;cst research to date on peer cwoup writing instruction falls

irto to.:, categories: the theoretical which has posed hypothessses

about value Df Deer group talk (Bruffee 1973, Elbow 1981) and;

tree ex:erimental studies which have compared collaborative and

traditional approaches to writing instruction (Clifford 1977, Fox

1980). 'he,-e is, however, a third category of research, the

e,apirical studies, which have described the actual talk of peer

,Aritinz grouo me-ibers. Researchers in this third category, such as

1980) and Sere (1982), test claims about the benefits

peer 4,-iting iNstruction by studying transcripts of peer group

alk anc/o student crafts.

My :.wn research, a study of the talk of one three-member peer

'oup, 'alls into the third category. The peer group members, who

st,frft. in one or my freshman composition classes, taped all

uf their- conversations about their first drafts and I transcribed

anayzed the talk in order to find out what they were discussing

duriny their meetings ark_l how, if at all, they talked about writ-

)-I9. The initial category system, a 5i- polar schema of Text talk

and Off-Task talk, was amplified to reflect the themes that emerged

during analysis of the transcribed talk (Barnes R Todd, 1977). The

students, Ann, Pascale and Mark, did not simply divide their time

between discussion of their drafts on the one hand (Text) and social

chat on the other, (Off- Task); they also talked about the Assignment,

aoout Procedures, or nuts and bolts of managing the group, and about

the feedback itself, what I call Metaresponse. These five types of

talkText, Assignment, Meta-response, Procedures and Off-Task--make
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up the content categories of the coding system. Each of these

categories appears below with the percentage of total peer group

talk it represented.

CONTENT CATEGORIES:

Text 59%

Assignment 16%

Procedures 12%

Meta-response 11%

Off-Task 2%

Of all tr.e types of talk appearing in the transcripts, Meta-

response WAS the most revealing of what the students were and were

c;o1-ig in the goup. I will focus on this category in order to

kLiscuss aspects of the peer group interaction which first surprised

t'ien c:isturped me and now encourage me. Meta-response is talk

.about responding. I c includes: 1) commentary about a particular

e,,,ponse offered of a reader; 2) discussion of the way the conversa-

Lion seems to the participants to be progressing and; 3) a collec-

tive sorting out of tne way the talk should be progressing according

to the students' perceptions of the teacher's agenda or of good

feedbac,4. Meta-response was surprising because I had not anticipat-

ed that the students, in practically every meeting, would spend

time, as do mature writers and collaborators, Questioning and

examining what they were doing. Meta-response was at once the most

gratifying and unne-ving talk to read; it demonstrated that the
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students were actually consultino one another about the group's

activities and collaborating about how to proceed, but it also

cemontrated that they were confused about the purpose of the

responding, about tie reader's role and about the instructions they

3

had received frorr. the teacher. The excerpts in Appendices one and

twa illustrate bot-. the gratifying and unnerving quality of Metares-

ponse. The first excerpt (Appendix one) is from the end of a

:;wring which Pascale and Mark were responding to one of

Aron' s -aft =. The teacher- generated assignment had been to choose a

buildin or room .=ted to speculate about the architect's intentions

ire Cesigning it. Tr, this excerpt, Ann elicits some more feedback

F.'om tier Y'eaderst "So you think it's alright or what?" Mark and

Pascale ';hen reass.,re Ann that it's alright: "Sure it's alright."

"I love ,t." "It's very nice." Then Pascale, reflecting or, the

manger of receiving global praise from one's peers, comments on the

reecroar she ana ',lark have just offered: "That's what they used to

to we last year...I'd read my thing and they'd say, 'Oh, it's

greet.' I'd get 114e a 'B." Ann, who feels frustrated by the

feedback she receivet.t, agrees with Pascale's assessment of the

uenger of receiving praise. She seem,. to want her peers to provide

more critical feedbacA which she could use in revising her draft

L.,etfore turning it in for evaluation: "That's why I'm always

prompting. ..That's why I'm saying, 'Come on.'" Mark, who has

already suggested to Ann that she aad another paragraph about her

feelings towards the room she is describing, protests that he has

done his job of giving adequate feedback: "Didn't I tell you Put
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in my two cents." Ann her conceces that she has taken his feedback

,1to accoAnt: "%o, you did. That's good. I have to put another

paragraph about tnat." And Mark and Pascale again reassure Ann that

her pater' is good, Mark through global praise: "It's good. It's

nice." and Pascale by pointing out that Ann has followed the

as4signr,,ent guidelines: "Yeah. I think you put the architect's

intent Aare 'Desioned to assist the professor in teaching, the

ar.cilitect has made this classroom to ressemble a little theater.,"

Ann's tone of resignation at the end of this session suggests that

into is dissatisfied with the feedback she received. This episode of

Meta-response demonstrates that: 1) while the writer was displeased

with her readers' responses she did not know how to elicit the type

F 7eedback she wanted; 2) the readers were most comfortable either

,:ylobal praise or making suggestions for revision based on

tl',eir own stylistic preferences and; 3) the writer and readers

'Ec.ogred the inadequacy of tne feedback being offered, yet were

not sufficiently trained to extend their repetoire of responses. As

the teacher/researcher I was 'leased that the students acknowledged

that feedback does not necessarily consist only of praise and of

suggestions for revision, but : also noted that they had not

received enough instruction in eliciting and experimenting with

a(!ditional forms of response, such as paraphrasing and questioning.

The second episode of Meta-response (Appendix two) reveals even

more about the students confusion about: their' roles in tne groub;

the criteria ,bf good feedback; the impact of tne assignment on

writing and responding; and the role of feedback in revision. The
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confusion, thoug-,, seems to be positive; it pushes the students to

dome terms wit-. complex issues related to writing, responding,

and revising. Pascale is the writer in this excerpt. The assign -

-,lent is t-ie same as that in the first example. Just before this

episode of extended Metaresponse, Mark has been suggesting that

7ascale add iliore personal InformatiDn while Ann has been saying that

the intimacy of Pascale's description of the family room in her

:-,_,.,se is not aporcpriate for the assignment. The apparent contra-

diction between her readers' feedback leads Pascale to comment:

"Wait a second. But it seems like you're saing opposite things.

you're saying, 'Be more architecturally-minded,' and you're

saying, *Be more personal.'" Mark t:nen raises questions (arid this

begins :;he excerpt ln Appendix two) about the criteria they are

-espond to oascale's draft: "Let me ask you this: what were

you 'poking for? Like how well she fulfills the assignment? Like

w' at's the criteria we're looking for? Cause sometimes it becomes a

11%tie hazy. we would write it if we were doing it? How well

describes r how well she deals with the assignment?" Mark is

tryir-,g to establis'- what role the assignment should play in respond-

and to explore the v.ssbility of v,ving feedback that is

influenced only by the reading of the writer's draft: "Should it

be...it should be 3,..st like a gut reaction to tne paper; this is

what we 'near, this is how we feel, right? Take it or leave it,

right? '"Fat's how it should be." By raising these questions, Mark

gets Ann to reflect on the possibil: -let sne was relying solely

on her own interpretation of the assi,ment to respond to Pascale's
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draft: "I'm sorry if I sound like I'm saying how I want it to be."

She begins to consider other criteria of response: "It's just what I

don't think is right...what sounds... what doesn't sound like it

belongs to me." While Ann and Mark are negogiating alternative ways

of giving feedback, Pascale raises another issue: how to use both

teacher guidelines and peer feedback to write and revise: "...when I

was writing this I was wondering what she wanted, O.K.? Cause the

last paper I wrote, O. K. if you remember this - I interpreted

very, very strictly from the Paper A for metaphor. And you both

said, 'Oh, you have to be more personal about it.' Sc. I do this

paper and I get personal and then you're like, you know..."

Pascale is really talking about ownership of text. That is, what

guides my choices as a writer: the teacher, my peers or me? Mark

then tells Pascale that no matter what her readers advise during a

feedback session, the decision of how to revise is her own: "It's

jk,A like suggestions for... cause yours is the final draft." And

Ann reminds Pascale that while there are teacher- generated assign-

'lent yg.riciel ines, these may be interpreted loosely: "...because she

says, Eshe being the teacher] 'Well, just take my basic idea.' And

then you can do anything about it."

While these difficult problems related to interpreting the

assignment, writing a first draft, giving and receiving peer

response and revising are riot solved during this episode of Meta-

response, they are identified as problems and then discussed. There

is an implicit recognition of the complexity of the issues and of

the activities of writing and responding.
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Meta-response, however, does not only function as a way for the

students to vent their frustration, express their confusion and

negopiate new ways of interacting; it is also a feedback system for

the teacher. By studying what Ann, Pascale and Mark had to say

about peer and teacher feedback, it was possible to see what might

'-.ave been done to define their roles and the purpose of the activi-

ties more clearly. It seems obvious in retrospect that while there

was perhaps sufficient preliminary training in reading and respond-

ing critically to drafts, there should have been more on-going

training once the students were in their groups and running into

difficulty. That is, while the instruction was strong in pre-

service training, it was weak in in-service. And as those involved

in teacher trainirg have discovered, we cannot expect new ways of

interracting, wnet'ner they be teacher/student or student/student, to

he learned and implemented after only a few workshops.

Aside from t'le finding that more in-service training in

reading, *-esponding and using feedback to revise might have been

helpful, the study also pointed to tne problem of using teacher-

generated assignmerts in a writing workshop which is supposed to be

collaboratively-run. Having ties teacher's assignment as a guide to

their writing led t'le students to come to the peer group meetings

with a great deal of investment in a particular way of fulfilling

the shared assignment. This investment seems to have gotten in the

way of attending to and accepting the other writers' choices.

Pascale's Meta-response towards the end of the second excerpt, and

other = similar comments throughout the transcripts, about the
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difficulty of reconciling the teacher's assignment, peer feedback

and he own intentions suggest that I ought to have either invited

the students to develop their own individual assignments, thus

eliminating the gh degree of prior expectation with which the

drafts were received, or that there should have been demonstrations

of how one common assignment can lead to many different and equally

valid interpretations.

Si:. much for the disturbing but instructive feedback about my

teaching provided by Meta-reponse. This type of talk is also very

encouraging. It demonstrates that when students are given some

instruction in reading and responding to one anothers' drafts, they

may spend time doing what we do: that is, discussing the complexity

of writing end reading. The questions my students asked one another

were the same as those we ask our colleagues: What is the function

of an assignment') (Schuster, 1984) ; What are the criteria of good

feedback' (Elbow, 1981) ; kow much of reader response should be

devoted to praise, t,... suggestions for revision and to questions

s6out meaning') (Healy, 1980, Carnicelli 1980) ; How can a reader

approach a text with few preconceptions of how it ought to be

written') (Brannon a -(noblauch, 1982) ; How car feedback be used to

revise (Odell 8 Coh,ck, 1975). Meta-response shows that these

-esearch questions ere the domain not only of teachers of composi-

tions but also of the students. Peer writing instruction provides

group members th.. o)portunity to discover and discuss the diffi-

culties of composing, reading, responding and revising. This is one

of its hidden benefits.

10
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Benesch, Appendix One

Meta-response, Ann's Draft, Example #1:

Ann: So, you think it's alright or what?

Mark: Sure it's alright.

Pascale: I love it.

Mark: It's very nice.

Pascale: That's whet they used to do to me last year. META-RESPONSE

Ann: That's why I'm always prompting. META-RESPONSE

Pascale: I'd read my thing and they'd say, "Oh, it's great." I'd
get like a B. META-RESPONSE

Ann: That's why I'm saying, "Come on." META-RESPONSE

Mark: Didn't I tell you" Put in my two cen'-s. META-RESPONSE

Ann: No, you did. That's good. META-RESPONSE
I should put another paragraph about that.

Mart.: It's good. It's nice.

Pascale: Yeah. I think you put the architect's intent
here: Designed to assist the professor in teaching, the architect
has made this classroom to resemble a little theater."

Ann: (resignedly) Yeah, O.K. Alright, next.

BEST COPY
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Benesch, Appendix Two

Metaresponse, Pascale's Draft, Example #2:

Mark: Let me ask you this: what were you looking for? Like how well
she fulfills the assignment? Like what's the criteria we're looking
for? Cause sometimes it becomes a little hazy. How we would write
it if we were doing it?

Ann: No. First about a room or a building and -

Mark: How well she describes or how well she deals with the
assignment?

Ann: Right. And like it says, what the elements communicate to
you.. But otherwise I guess you can go off on any tangent you want.
I'm sorry if I sound like I'm saying how I want it to be.

Pascale: No, no, no.

Ann: It's just what I don't think is right... what sounds... what
doesn't sound like it belongs to me.

Mark: Should it be...it should be just like a gut reaction to the
paper; this is what we hear, this is how we feel, right? Take it or
leave it, right? That's how it should be.

Pascale: No, listen. There's one thing, though -

Ann: Right, I don't want anyone feeling bad.

Pascale: No, I'm not feeling bad at all. As a matter of fact, vihen
I was writing this I was wondering what she wanted, O.K.? Cause the
last paper I wrote, O.K. - if you remember this - I interpreted very
strictly from the Paper A for metaphor. And you both said, "Oh you
have to be more personal about it." So I do this paper and I get
personal and then you're like, you know. So, you know, I just -

Mark: No, no, it's alright. You say, "You have to be , you have to
be..." It's just like suggestions for...cause yours is the final

Pascale: Yeah.

Ann: No, because she says, "Well, just take my basic idea." And
then you can do anything about it. Si:', I don't know.
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